Eleganza Mano

Patient bedside cabinet

HEALTH-CARE PROGRAM

Eleganza Mano – easy manipulation and operation
patient bedside cabinet

The unique construction of the Eleganza Mano patient bedside cabinet
has been designed with patient independence, infection control and ease
of handling in mind.

The height and tilt angle of
the eating board can be easily
adjusted using just one hand.

A lockable drawer provides the
patient with a secure and safe place
to store important items.
The location of the castors
significantly
increases the stability of the
bedside cabinet, especially
when the eating board is
extended and loaded.

PATIENT INDEPENDENCE
SAFE ROUNDED EDGES
EASY MANIPULATION

Easily accessible shelf which
can be used to store a
bedpan.

EASY CLEANING
EASE OF HANDLING
Combination of central braking system,
handrails and position of castors ensure that
the patient can easily manipulate the bedside cabinet.
Ergonomically designed top and bottom drawers can be accessed from both sides allowing
ease of manipulation and patient access.
Patient can independently access eating
board, towel holder, shelf for bedpan and
other storage spaces.

INFECTION CONTROL
Easily accessible central braking mechanism can be activated by the patient using
just one hand, allowing the bedside cabinet
to be moved to a convenient position.
Smooth and non-absorbent surfaces ensure
that the bedside cabinet is easy to clean and
decontaminate.
All drawers and internal trays can be removed to enable thorough cleaning of the
cabinet.

The patient can adjust the height of the eating board using just one hand.

TECHNICAL DATA

Drawers can be accessed from both sides
allowing easy patient access.

51 x 48,5 cm
380x 41 cm
93 cm
89 cm
60 x 35 cm
73 –110 cm
5 kg
7,5 cm
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Easily accessible central braking control

External dimensions:
Upper desk dimensions
Height
(incl. gallery)
Height of upper desk
Eating board dimensions
Height of dinning board
Load capacity
of eating board
Castors

